                  Interview Assignment January 2104
Congratulations! You have been chosen to take part in the first round of interviews for the opportunity to work in your dream job. 
Unfortunately our C.E.O. is ill and is not able to conduct interviews at this time. In order to complete the process in a timely manner, you are asked to create a “video interview”. You need to record your answers to the following questions and upload them to our Google+ Community, or directly to Ms Compton-Morgan C.E.O. before Friday December 16, 2015 at 4:00 p.m.

Tell us a little bit about yourself and why you want a job in this field?

What are some of your top skills / strengths? Provide at least one specific example of how this skill / strength would benefit you in the job for which you are interviewing. 

Identify a time when you overcame an obstacle. What did you learn from that experience?

Where do you see yourself in five years?

Tell us about a time that you worked with a group to complete a task. How did you contribute to the successful functioning of that group?

If you were Prime Minister for a day, what would you do?

Is there anything else that you would like to us to know about you as a potential employee?

Do you have any questions for us?

Thank you! We hope to contact all successful applicants early next week. 
Your interview will be evaluated on the following criteria:
Communication
Smile		none  	      	                   present but forced   	  	 	     natural / authentic
Eye Contact        very little	            some/ looking away (up or down)	 	  consistent / confident
Fluency		many pauses/ “um” “uh”            Few pauses/gaps                                     consistent pace / clear
                                                                                *seems memorized                                             *seems conversational

Knowledge
Content              “I don’t know”/one word answers	  clear, but simple           clear and thorough/detailed explanations
                                  *limited connections                              *some connections                       *makes strong connections to job
Thinking
Creative / Critical Thinking     none/very little              some               goes above and beyond to stand out 

Would you hire this student based on this interview?     YES	NO	MAYBE


